Transduction of the human insulin gene via retroviral vectors fails to yield spliced transcripts.
Previous reports on retroviral vectors have shown them to be useful for transferring genes into animal cells. Genes placed under the retroviral long terminal repeat (LTR) act as dominant loci in recipient cells and can permanently alter their genotype and phenotype. Previous reports have shown that recombinant retroviruses containing genomic sequences with both introns and exons display a high frequency of deletion and abnormal kinetics of splicing of intron sequences. We report here our findings when a 2.9-kb fragment containing the entire human insulin gene was inserted into a Moloney-derived retroviral vector in the same transcriptional orientation as the LTRs. RNA transcripts synthesized in cells containing such constructs remain unspliced, as assessed by both RNA blot analysis and S1 mapping. Ten subclones derived following viral passage showed no splicing, and failure to splice was observed regardless of cell type or species of origin, or number of viral passages. Thus, genomic sequences containing introns when situated within the context of a retroviral transcript do not in all instances exhibit expected kinetics of splicing.